DEADLINES:
on orders for Commencement Announcements
and Name Cards—March 23

on orders for Moving-Up Day and Commencement
Caps and Gowns—April 8

These Deadlines are set as late as possible, they
cannot be extended. Orders are now being taken in the

CO-OP

SPECIAL Color ENLARGEMENT 50c

ORDERS may still be placed for
UNIVERSITY RINGS

at the CO-OP. Only $5.00 deposit required. Orders placed
before Easter Vacation will be sure of delivery by May 20.
Orders placed after Easter can be mailed to your summer address.

House Howls

Deadline time is the legal time to count the time in the town. After
noon and before breakfast, still the last
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One More Time...

It is a shame to see six weeks of rehearsal and hard work going down the drain. The show is very likely to be saved and we are proud of everyone who participated in any way.

We have to rent buses for our athletic trips. In the short period of time that was allowed, we accomplished a great deal. The show left very little to be desired and we are proud of everyone who participated in any way. The show left very little to be desired and we are proud of everyone who participated in any way.

The show was presented only eight nights and both performances were sold out to college students, parents, and friends. There are a few chances to see if many students were also able to see the production. We are proud that with good publicity and help of Albany newspapers, it would be well worth presenting the show for more than two performances.

The crew certainly is in favor of this suggestions. The idea of two weekends of production was decided upon because rehearsals would need to be continued for another week. We have a suggestion in solving the problem. Why not give it at least two and a half years? However, a day later we were back even more in favor of the show.

The newspaper would be the sounding board to echo the efforts of every student who becomes all he is capable of being. We see no reason why a show of this caliber would not be a matinee? The show could be presented Friday and Saturday and then Sunday. The show left very little to be desired and we are proud of everyone who participated in any way.
'Guys & Dolls' Outstanding Hit. Ticketwise, Talentedly

by DR. EMMAUER

A comedy and a musical, playing only for a limited time at the Madison Theater. 3rd Avenue, between 37th and 38th streets, it is a splendid production. The characters are well-developed, the book is excellent, and the songs are delightful. The orchestra is first rate, and the scenery is beautiful. If you haven't seen it yet, you should make a point of doing so.

Minnine Teacher Receives Grant

In Humanities

The American Association of University Women has awarded a grant to Minnie Teacher, a member of the Department of Humanities, for her research on the history of science in ancient Greece. The grant will enable her to travel to Greece and study the ancient texts firsthand. She is very excited about this opportunity and hopes to publish her findings in the near future.

Union College Studies Bright Pupil Plight

A group of students at Union College is studying the plight of bright pupils who are not being adequately challenged in the classroom. They believe that these students should be given more opportunities to excel and are working to implement changes in the curriculum to better meet their needs.

State's Television Education Program Outlined, Analyzed

by JAMES BRENNER

The purpose of this article is to outline and analyze the new television education program being implemented by the state. The program involves the use of closed-circuit television to provide educational instruction to students in rural areas. It is hoped that this program will help to bridge the gap between urban and rural students and provide equal educational opportunities for all.
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Tennis Slates: Late March
Initial Drills

The latest of the season, the drill was

Tennis Slates: Late March
Initial Drills

All-Stars Defeat Losers
In Final AMIA Hoop Tilt

Coach Vic Mickovich dealt a deadly blow

SSENSATIONAL RECORD BARGAIN!

The sport is entering its second season. These six, Lou

[Image of Jazz poster with player names]
DUAL FILTER DOES IT!

Filters as no single filter can
for mild, full flavor!

Here’s how the Dual Filter does it:

1. It combines a unique type of Tareyton Charcoal, shadily arranged to make the taste of a purely mild and smooth . . .
2. with an efficient process never before. Together bring you the Tareyton flavor in richness and low tar in a bud!